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Abstract: That parents should love their children is generally considered self-evident. But what 

this love should entail is still a topic of discussion. In this paper, we demonstrate that there is 

currently a trend towards biologizing and even neurologizing parental love - that is, the claim that 

loving parental relationships are required for the brain development of the child - and that this 

trend has important repercussions for how we conceive of responsibility for children. Parental 

love, we will argue, is increasingly being conceptualized in reductionist biological and 

neurological terms. For example, parenting experts often stress the importance of loving parental 

relationships for the healthy brain development of the child. Moreover, this trend affects mothers 

and fathers differently. We will demonstrate this by, firstly, looking into the brain-based parenting 

discourse in general and secondly, by reviewing the discussion surrounding the diagnosis of autism 

in particular. We will use the arguments of Jan Macvarish regarding neuro-parenting to 

demonstrate that parental love is increasingly thought of in reductionist biological and neurological 

terms. Here, we will discuss three issues. Firstly, we will look at how the neuro-parenting discourse 

primarily focuses on mothers and their responsibilities. Secondly, we will show how the current 

discourse on parental love defers child-raising to the realm of individual rather than collective 

responsibility. Thirdly, we will analyse the discourse on the biological effects of love insofar as it 

suggests that parents have a duty to love, since their attachment and commitment are deemed 

biologically necessary for the child’s healthy development. Later on, we use our own qualitative 

research on how clinicians and parents experience a child’s autism diagnosis to further demonstrate 

the complex relationship between neuro-discourse and responsibility. When parents are confronted 

with a diagnosis of autism in their child, seeking the advice of experts in neurodevelopmental 
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disorders is seen as the obvious path for developing their parental love. The neurodevelopmental 

diagnosis of autism has an exculpatory effect that might be necessary to safeguard parental love, 

as it relieves parents of some of the responsibility they feel for the child’s challenging behavior. 

We will demonstrate that parents are considered to have a duty to know a child’s neurological 

status and a responsibility to act upon this status. Finally, we will point out the relevance of gender 

for autism and neuro-parenting. We conclude that research into the biology of parental love is a 

worthwhile endeavor, but that such work requires a less simplistic view of biology than is currently 

the case. In the current climate regarding the parents’ (and specifically mothers’) duty to love their 

children in a particular way, we will make a case in this paper for liberating both mothers and 

fathers from fixed parental roles. We will conclude by arguing for more collective responsibility 

to lovingly raise children. 

Keywords: parental love, mother, father, autism, responsibility 

 

 

Introduction  

In their book Neuro. The New Brain Sciences and the Management of the Mind, Nikolas 

Rose and Joelle Abi-Rached have described how brain sciences are influencing our understanding 

and management of human behavior as never before: the brain is increasingly considered to be 

what makes human beings human. Today, the individual brain has become the target in the 

aspiration to shape and improve oneself  (Rose and Abi-Rached 2013). But in contrast with the 

argument that in neuroscience “determinism still reigns” (Gazzaniga 2011 in Sankey & Kim in 

(Joldersma 2016)), Rose and Abi-Rachid claim that such neurologizing does not mean that we are 

determined by our neurobiology. With the discourse about brains and plasticity, human beings are 

encouraged even more to assume responsibility for their own brain and to improve themselves by 

understanding and acting on their brain (Rose and Abi-Rached 2013). This call and the associated 

urge to improve our neurology are especially apparent in the discourse about parental love and 

parental responsibilities.  

The love of a parent for her child is often taken to be the most self-evident type of love in 

the Western world (Bretherton 2013). However, the way in which parental love is perceived is 
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dependent on time and context. In Western societies today, parents are expected to carry out 

spontaneously particular acts of love and care-taking, singing, playing, counting, cuddling, 

relaxing, or reading, and raising children is said to be the most vital of human tasks (Macvarish 

2016). In other times and places, people have expressed and understood parental love in very 

different ways. For example, until some decades ago, Western infants were not that intensively 

mothered (Faircloth 2017). In some non-Westernised societies such as Ghana, a mother still rarely 

holds her infant facing her and rarely talks to her (Lancy 2007).  

There are also cultural and historical differences as regards the role that gender plays in 

parenting. Today, the role of the mother continues to be given greater attention than the role of 

fathers, let alone other types of family carers. For example, John Bowlby, the founder of 

attachment theory, argued that babies are naturally desirous of maternal care and that mothers are 

naturally equipped to deliver it (Bowlby 1969; Macvarish 2016). However, the emphasis on the 

role of the mother cannot be generalized throughout time. In the Western world during the early 

modern period, the child’s socialization and education were the father’s responsibility, while a 

woman was merely expected to run the household (Furedi 2001, 2008). Maternal nurture only 

became viewed as ‘natural’ in the nineteenth century (Gillis 1996). At this time, the theory of 

evolution was increasingly understood to give a biological explanation for the development of 

human society (Burman 2008; Macvarish, 2016). Maternal nurture of children, from an 

evolutionary perspective, was becoming ‘naturalized’. It was considered to be an essential and 

biological part of what it means to be a woman (Badinter 1981). In this way, evolutionary theory 

contributed to the current, deeply embedded ideology regarding the proper (‘natural’) role of 

women; cultural beliefs about the naturalness of maternal instinct, natural mother love and 

exclusive motherhood have become deep-seated, although they are fairly recent (Wall 2001). 

Hence, the current parental love discourse can largely be equated to a discourse on motherly 

love1,2. Indeed, in most literature on parental care that does not take fathers as its explicit target, it 

                                                 
1
 At the same time, while affirming the - so-called ‘naturally’ - disproportionate mother’s share in parenting, current 

Western understandings of parenting (mothering) carry a strong child-centered focus (Wall 2001). The rights and 

responsibilities of mothers have been defined increasingly in terms of the child’s interests. Moreover, the mother is 

expected to put aside her own needs in order to accommodate the child’s needs (Macvarish 2016; Richardson 2014).  
2
 Accordingly, in cultures around the world, care in general is currently being viewed overwhelmingly through a 

gendered lens: care is seen as women’s work – although men have recently made some inroads into this area (Tronto 

2013).  
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is mothers whose responsibilities and attributions are discussed (Kasovac, WAIMH congress, 

2018)3.  

 

Neuro-parenting 

We start our actual argument on biological interpretations of parental love with a historical 

situation and definition of neuro-parenting, as described by Jan Macvarish in her book 

Neuroparenting. The Expert Invasion of Family Life. The societal focus on children and on 

parenting has a history of some 150 years, and the view on parental love in Western culture has 

been profoundly shaped by the ‘child saving movement’ in the late 19th century. This movement 

was intended to mitigate the roots of child delinquency and change the treatment of juveniles under 

the justice system with the aim of social ‘amelioration’ and the prevention of social disorder 

(Macvarish 2016). Consecutively, this view was shaped by developmental psychology from the 

1950s onward (Burman 2008) and by neuroscience from the 1990s on (Macvarish 2016). At the 

family and policy level, the character formation of the child became a source of anxiety, as 

suboptimal practices were thought to lead to badly behaved and delinquent children. But children 

are also increasingly depicted as a source of hope, as Cunningham states: “we are constantly 

reminded that children are the future” (Cunningham 2012). As a consequence, in recent years, the 

quality and quantity of parental love and care are being scrutinized by developmental psychology 

and neuroscience, which are combined in what Jan Macvarish has called neuro-parenting (Burman 

2008). Macvarish summarizes the requirements of neuro-parenting as follows: the parent should 

try to emotionally ‘attune’ herself to her baby, already starting in utero. The parent should follow 

the child’s lead in attuning herself with the child and is expected to respond continually to the 

visual and auditory cues of the infant. And the child’s development process requires active, 

conscious and educated nurturing. This is required to optimize the child’s neurological 

development (Macvarish 2016; Newman, Sivaratnam, and Komiti 2015). This advice is backed up 

by scientific claims. For example, it has been argued that children whose parents speak less to 

                                                 
3 However, a review of six empirical studies suggests that the influence of paternal love on a child's social, emotional 

and cognitive development is as great as, and occasionally greater than, the influence of maternal love: paternal love 

appears to be as heavily implicated as maternal love in a child’s psychological wellbeing (Rohner and Veneziano 

2001). 
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them during a critical period in brain development will lag behind on language tests by up to six 

months at age two (Sample 2014). In Western society, such neuro-parenting discourse necessarily 

and profoundly shapes the parent-child bond. Macvarish suggests that intuitive, spontaneous and 

transgenerationally transmitted parental expertise and confidence become less valued, as neuro-

parenting experts promise to make the quality and quantity of parental love not only measurable, 

but more importantly, improvable. In order to do so, parents must seek help and advice from 

neuroscience in order to improve their parenting (Macvarish 2016).  

Although there are certainly benefits to a scientific and neurological understanding of the 

effects of parental love, such discourse also entails several dangers, such as a risk that it encourages 

unequal distribution of parental responsibilities. In the following sections, we will discuss three 

issues in neuro-parenting: (a) gender; (b) parenting politicized; and (c) a duty to love. 

 

Gender in neuro-parenting 

The neuro-parenting discourse reinforces the idea that the bulk of parental responsibility lies 

with the mother. While using the gender-neutral term of neuro-parenting, Macvarish underscores 

the discipline’s particular focus on mothers. She describes how neuro-parenting encourages a 

particular way of raising children that is intensive (“doing more and doing it earlier”) and anxious. 

Mothers in particular are placed under considerable pressure to conform to this new idea of 

parenting (Macvarish, 2016). Parents’ child-raising practice is scrutinized from the outside, by so-

called parenting experts, but also from within. Parents (especially mothers) are expected to become 

educated ‘experts’ themselves by appropriating the scientific discourse surrounding parenting. Not 

following the rules in force on child-rearing practice is almost immoral, as parents are then made 

to feel that they would risk causing developmental and brain impairments in their child (Macvarish 

2016). Indeed, the individual love between parent (mother) and child is sometimes considered to 

be responsible for the child’s cognitive and socio-emotional development, as more and more 

evidence regarding the molecular and neurological effects of deprivation of love is uncovered 

(Hens 2017). Hence, the need for love in the relationship between parent and child is considered 

self-evident, and important for healthy neurological development. But love alone is not found 

sufficient to help the child become a psychologically and neurologically healthy adult. Since there 

appears to be little faith in the so-called ‘maternal instinct’, a fundamental characteristic of neuro-
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parenting is that the ‘natural’ needs of the human infant cannot be reliably met by their parents and 

their communities without special training (Suissa 2017). Neuro-parenting makes parental 

expertise less trustworthy than the expertise of the parenting expert (Macvarish 2016). For 

example, in one of the theoretical pillars of neuro-parenting, attachment theory, some ‘maternal 

instinct’ is considered evident, while at the same time the theory conveys the duty to offer 

specifically ‘sensitive’ maternal care in order to bring the next generation to healthy adulthood 

(Ainsworth 1972 in Bretherton 2013). Therefore, according to the tenets of this theory on 

relational-emotional development, mothering is understood to be too difficult to be left to mothers 

without expert advice. Moreover, in the 1980s, one decade after the attachment theory was 

formulated, a warning against the use of day care was issued, as this would endanger “the affective 

ties within the family” (Quinn 1982). With hindsight, this warning has to be seen in relation to the 

background of major societal changes at that time in the position between the sexes. For example, 

the popular US pediatrician Berry Brazelton seemed to almost ‘market’ the baby to the mother in 

order to try to put motherhood on a par with a professional career when it comes to stimulation 

and status: “We must be careful to provide environmental supports that reinforce the strength and 

rewards of reciprocal affective ties within the family!” (Macvarish 2016; Brazelton 1988). It is 

undeniable that such talk about the need for tight affective bonds between the baby and her family 

affects primarily the mother, who is given the choice between giving up a career or giving up the 

optimal neurological development of her child.  

 

Parenting politicized 

The scientific account of parenting has led to an instrumentalization of love: love is no longer 

valued purely for itself, but as a way of improving the brain of one’s child. Moreover, this may 

promote the view that parents are responsible for creating a certain kind of child, one that is a good 

fit within a given society (Suissa 2017). Macvarish therefore warns against expert advice 

instrumentalizing love and care within the family: the ultimate goal might not be to create healthier 

children, but to create better citizens out of children (Macvarish 2016). In this respect, Joan Tronto 

discusses how in a neoliberal society being productive and being financially independent are 

valued most (Tronto 2013). But this goal can be different from what parents want for their child. 

Some parents, for example, say they attribute more importance to the child’s well-being than high-
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status careers, although they seem to appropriate the discourse in which the child’s educational 

achievement and independency are seen as measures of success - as a ‘good citizen’ (Hodge 2006; 

Jacobs et al. under review).  

Also, the possibility that parental love is deficient is extended from extreme problem cases 

(for example, children placed in a succession of foster homes) to all family situations (Macvarish 

2016). As such, moral and social problems are biologized. That is, the cause of - and the solution 

to - the problems of deprivation in underprivileged families are located within the parental nurture 

of the children’s brain: the responsibility for this deprivation is individualized as poor-quality 

parenting. Macvarish therefore argues that neuro-parenting is politicized: “the idea of a parenting 

deficit has taken hold of policy-makers’ imaginations, and parent training has become increasingly 

normalized through new institutional structures and government programmes” (Macvarish 2016). 

In this respect, sociologists Rose and Abi-Rached argue that within these programmes the child is 

governed through the family in order to reduce social ills like criminal and antisocial behaviors4. 

They add: “Social justice lies not in tackling the causes of structural inequality, poverty, poor 

housing, unemployment, but in managing parents in the name of the formation of good citizens” 

(Rose and Abi-Rached 2013). Likewise, philosopher of education Judith Suissa shows that many 

British politicians repeatedly declared that ‘feckless parents’ and a lack of discipline in the home 

(and children’s faulty character because of these) are the main reasons behind anti-social behavior: 

bad parenting is at the root of our social problems (Suissa 2017; Lexmond et al. 2011). Thus, the 

current discourse on parental love is being politically phrased with the effect of deferring child-

rearing to the realm of individual (and more specifically parental) responsibility. But in doing so, 

the question of the extent to which there is a collective responsibility to enable better parenting 

environments is being sidestepped.  

 

A duty to love 

The current discourse about the biological effects of love suggests that parents have a duty 

to love, since their attachment and commitment are shown to be biologically necessary for the 

child’s healthy development. As such, the duty to love one’s children becomes equivalent with the 

                                                 
4 These goals are very similar to the ‘child saving movement’ in the late 19th century, see above. 
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duty to clothe and feed them, as a direct route to wellbeing. But Macvarish warns that “neuro-

parenting instrumentalizes the everyday acts of love that parents spontaneously carry out - talking, 

singing, playing, counting, cuddling, relaxing, reading - not because they want to build their baby’s 

brain, but because they find them intrinsically rewarding”. She adds that neuro-parenting advice 

has the potential to interfere with the “intimate practices, rituals and pleasures of family life” 

(Macvarish 2016). Indeed, a scientific discourse on the biology both of the parental love – 

operationalized as the parent-child relationship - and of the effect of a particular kind of love on 

the child’s health, has the effect of transforming parental love into a duty. The philosophical debate 

on the duty to love has a long history. In 1797, Kant wrote: “Love is a matter of feeling, not of 

willing, and I cannot love because I will to, still less because I ought to (I cannot be constrained to 

love); so a duty to love is an absurdity.” (Kant 1996). More recently however, philosopher Matthew 

Liao argues that duty and love are compatible, because being motivated for the sake of duty and 

being motivated for the sake of the other person are not necessarily distinct (Liao 2006). 

Philosopher Lotte Spreeuwenberg claims that such a duty feels “chilly” and that love is generally 

experienced as a slippery and uncontrollable phenomenon. From a moral point of view, she argues, 

only a duty to try to love appears to make sense, while a mother cannot be held accountable for 

not loving her child (Spreeuwenberg 2017). However, within attachment theory, in stressing the 

essential role of maternal sensitivity in a child’s development, Mary Ainsworth considered 

maternal delight in the baby - and the capacity to express it verbally - to be a vital aspect. So, in 

her influential view on the parent-child relationship, the (verbalized) delight of the mother in the 

child is argued to be necessary in a child’s development (Bretherton 2013; Bell and Ainsworth 

1972). It is arguably incompatible to not love a child and yet to experience delight in her, so she 

appears to be claiming that parents have a duty to love their child. In the same vein, Joan Tronto 

argues that people currently experience a lot of pressure and uncertainty due to an overload of 

responsibilities - in this case a duty, especially for mothers, to love their child in a particular way. 

The result of this pressure and uncertainty, she continues, is that people simplify things by judging 

and blaming individuals if something goes wrong: “it’s your own fault”. Tronto claims that the 

simplistic conviction of attributing all responsibility of care (for a child in this case) to a single 

individual (the parent or mother in this case) could be countered by viewing care as a collective 

rather than an individual responsibility (Tronto 2013). We will come back to this later.  
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In summary, we have shown that parenting experts currently base their authoritative advice 

to parents on biological and neurological research findings about the parent-child relationship. 

This has three effects. First, mothers are primarily targeted (and possibly negatively affected) by 

the neuro-parenting discourse. Second, the neuro-parenting discourse appears to be made use of in 

politics in order to justify a focus on the individual responsibility of parents for raising their 

children rather than a collective responsibility to create an enabling environment for loving 

families. Third, this neurologized parental love is presented to parents by parenting experts as 

constituting a duty to love one’s child: parental love is considered to be necessary for the child’s 

health. More specifically, a particular kind of parental love is deemed necessary: active, conscious 

and educated love (Macvarish 2016). 

 

Neurologizing parental love: autism and parental responsibility 

In the above, we described the concept of neuro-parenting as an illustration of neurologizing 

parental love. In the following, we apply this to the discourse surrounding autism. We discuss our 

own qualitative research in order to illustrate the influence of the neuro-parenting discourse on the 

use of the diagnosis of autism.  

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is generally understood as a developmental disorder 

which is predominantly neurologically and genetically determined (Lai, Lombardo, and Baron-

Cohen 2014). It is diagnosed clinically based on quite generally and globally accepted criteria5: an 

assessment is made as to whether a child is impaired in her social relations and communication 

and displays repetitive behaviors and limited interests. Moreover, such behavior has to lead to 

significant challenges in the everyday functioning of the person involved in order to warrant a 

diagnosis (American Psychiatric Association 2013). ASD is diagnosed in the US in roughly 1 out 

of 59 children, and 4 times more frequently in boys than in girls (CDC, 2018).  

                                                 
5 The most used criteria are enumerated in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of mental disorders (DSM) and the 

International Classification of Diseases (ICD), and both sets of criteria are similar. 
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We investigated the ways in which parents and physicians conceptualize and experience 

autism6 by performing a literature review and an interview study (Jacobs et al. forthcoming). We 

found that a child’s autism diagnosis strongly influences the parent-child relationship. In the 

following, we will show how neuro-parenting experts can also have a strong influence on parent-

child relationships when the child is diagnosed with autism, and engender new levels of 

responsibilities. Then, we will demonstrate how an autism diagnosis as a neurological explanation 

of the child’s difficult or different behavior may lift blame and responsibilities from both parents 

and child. This exculpation may be a valuable contribution to a good relationship between parents 

and child. Also, we discuss the fact that parents are considered to be responsible for knowing the 

neurological make-up of their child and for acting upon it. And finally, we will show how gender 

relates to autism and neuro-parenting. 

 

Autism and the neuro-parenting experts 

In the neuro-parenting discourse, raising children requires the input of experts. This 

requirement is specifically apparent when parenting becomes difficult, and parents search for 

additional help, specifically when they start the process of having their child assessed for autism. 

For example, Rossi describes how one becomes an ‘autism parent’ - the parent of a child who has 

been given an autism diagnosis by experts – not through instinct but through “education” by 

experts (Rossi 2012; Jacobs et al. under review). In this way, a parent is taught to become an 

‘autism parent’. However, an autism diagnosis can at the same time lessen parents’ confidence in 

their expertise in relation to their child, as it suggests that their educational practices have been to 

some extent not well adapted to this child (Hodge 2006). Moreover, the influence of experts risks 

negatively shaping the relationship between parent and child. That is, an autism diagnosis - given 

by an expert - can be a “shaping lens” for parents towards their child, making the parent-child 

relationship “ambivalent” or “never the same again” (Hodge 2006; Lilley 2011; Avdi, Griffin, and 

Brough 2000). For example, Lilley quotes mothers who perceived having lost a normal mother-

child relationship after their child was diagnosed with autism, and who interpreted their child’s 

                                                 
6 Like many other authors, we use autism as an abbreviation of ASD. Moreover, it is impossible to neatly distinguish 

ASD and an ASD diagnosis, since the influential DSM explicitly defines what is ASD by enumerating the criteria that 

have to be fulfilled in order for a person to merit an ASD diagnosis. Thus, the two concepts are inseparable. 
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special behaviors by wording the autism diagnostic criteria quite pejoratively (Lilley 2011). 

Moreover, an autism diagnosis has been described as robbing the interviewed parents of the joy 

and spontaneity of parenting: influenced by professional input, parenting styles can become more 

directive and intensive (Hodge 2006). Accordingly, some parents of children with an autism 

diagnosis have the feeling that they are teaching and curing all the time (Avdi 2000; Hodge 2006). 

Parents may feel they have to become experts themselves, by applying the professional expertise 

in their parenting practices themselves (Edwards et al. 2018). Hence, parental responsibilities are 

reconceptualized as also encompassing the duty to become an expert educator of the autistic child.  

 

The exculpatory function of an autism diagnosis 

A diagnosis of autism serves different purposes. It helps parents understand their child’s 

behavior better and get access to services specifically designed to help autistic children. In our 

empirical research, we ascertained that understanding the child in neurological terms can have an 

important exculpatory function: the process of neurologization can actually contribute to a sound 

parent-child relationship after the diagnosis, as the diagnosis can help to safeguard the self-

confidence of the parent in her love towards the child and to safeguard the love between parent 

and child. In the following, we present preliminary findings of two qualitative empirical studies 

that are currently ongoing. In these studies, we found that both parents and physicians believe that 

the de-blaming function is one of the most important effects of the ASD diagnosis: it leads to 

parents no longer being viewed as responsible for their child’s problem. The physicians we 

interviewed find that parents in general (i.e. also beyond autism) are not to blame for their 

children’s behavioral problems. But very often, parents tell physicians that they are being blamed 

by people for their child’s behavior (autism-related or not). This is clear in the following quote by 

one of the interviewees, a child neurologist:  

Parents very often say that people think they are to blame. Even teachers regularly say, ‘But these 

parents really aren’t directive enough’.  

Many of the physicians we interviewed see exculpation as of the utmost importance in the sense 

of removing blame from parents and the way they raise their child, but also in the sense of 

removing blame from the child. These physicians think it is extremely important to persuade 

consulting parents that their child is not ‘bad’ or behaving ‘badly’, and this is achieved by a 
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diagnosis that is conceived as firmly entrenched in neurology. They want to convey to parents that 

their child has no naughty intention in performing her unusual or challenging behavior but cannot 

help it:  it is how her brain works. Another physician (a child psychiatrist) even considers this as 

the “essence” of her work:  

The essence of my work is making parents understand: your child is willing to, but is not always 

able to, cannot always handle it.  

The physicians report that, in this respect, a diagnosis of ASD is useful, and even necessary, 

to effectively convey the exculpatory message about the child, and a diagnosis makes it possible 

for them to do their work with parents and schools. As this physician (a child psychiatrist) says:  

The naughty child becomes the child with a problem who is not responsible for his behavior. And 

for a great lot of teachers that is a big difference, and so the interactions of the child are much 

more positive.  

Also, this mother explains: 

People say: ‘She cannot handle her child, she doesn’t know how to raise her child, the child is 

being spoiled.’ […] If you can tell people ‘He has ASD’, people will readily say ‘Oh yes, he cannot 

help it’, you know. Then maybe they will judge him less easily, and also us, you know. 

Thus, both the parents and the physicians we interviewed feel that, if a child has an autism 

diagnosis, parents are offered a way out of parental accountability and blame for their child’s 

behavior. Indeed, the parents as well as the physicians have the experience that the general view 

on parental love carries a strong emphasis on parental accountability towards the behavior of a 

child. Moreover, the physicians believe that the exculpatory function of the ASD diagnosis is 

important not only to give parents psychological relief in that respect, that is, in order to remain 

self-confident in their relationship and love towards their child. But they also feel that this 

exculpatory function may enhance the loving relationship between the child and her parents. The 

parents we interviewed, despite the initial devastation when their child receives an ASD diagnosis, 

appreciate its usefulness mainly for two related reasons. First, parents (and also other adults around 

them) feel that the parents’ attitude towards the child is not blameworthy anymore, since there is 

now a biological explanation for their child’s problem. Biologizing the difficulties in a child’s 

behavior may absolve parents from personal accountability, rendering them free of responsibility 
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and blame (Goffman 1990; Hacking 2006). Before the ASD diagnosis, parents were considered in 

some way not to have done their utmost, and hence to be lacking in parental investment. Second, 

the child herself is viewed by her parents (and also by other adults around them) as not responsible 

for her different or difficult behaviors, since these behaviors have a biological cause. So, not only 

the physicians but also the parents feel that a diagnosis can help to safeguard the self-confidence 

and love in their relationship to their child. At the same time, many parents are devastated when 

their child receives an ASD diagnosis, because they believe that it is a life-long handicap, and they 

fear the social reactions of stereotyping and stigmatizing the child.  

In our general discussion of the neuro-parenting discourse, we have stated that through this 

discourse, a huge burden of individual responsibility is imposed on parents, and especially on 

mothers: their love is seen as responsible for the child’s cognitive and socio-emotional 

development (Hens 2017). This is for example visible in the way that neuro-parenting is politically 

recuperated: moral and social problems are being biologized and thus individualized. In our 

discussion on autism, we have shown that the diagnosis of a biological problem can reduce the 

responsibility that parents feel in their interactions with the child: the behavior of the child is due 

to a neurological difference, not to a problem in her education. Moreover, such a biological 

diagnosis can convince parents that their child is not responsible for her different or difficult 

behavior. Thus, both parents and child may experience an exculpatory effect thanks to an autism 

diagnosis. Against the background of the general neuro-parenting discourse, the diagnosis of a 

biological problem in the child contributes to the preservation (or development) of a sound parent-

child relationship. Hence, the example of autism demonstrates that the relationship between 

neurological discourse, blame and responsibility is complex and multifaceted.  

 

Autism: a duty to know in order to act upon it neurologically 

Autism experts used to say that it was important to diagnose autism (in order to adapt the 

environment to the affected person); today, they advocate diagnosing autism as early as possible. 

An early diagnosis can lead to early therapy. The conviction is that an autism brain is malleable 

when it is behaviorally tackled very early on for at least two reasons: autism is generally viewed 
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as a purely biological condition requiring behavioral therapy7; and the infant’s brain is biologically 

understood as being extremely plastic in the first three years of life (Bruer 1999). As a matter of 

fact, Bruer argues forcefully that this early “critical period” or “window of opportunity” is only 

very modestly evidence-based, leading to his provocative statement of “the myth of the first three 

years” (Bruer 1999). Still, influenced by the current discourse on early diagnosis and therapy, 

parents say they feel strongly encouraged to get both a diagnosis and therapy as early as possible. 

They may feel pressure to “get as much therapy as they can” for their child (Rossi 2012). 

According to this mother of an almost 2-year-old child:  

They [the professionals] told me that it is better to do the testing early, especially since he is not 

yet attending school, that we would be able to prevent a lot of problems.  

She continues, however, by saying that lay people very often tell her:  

Well, you only have to get this [the ASD diagnostic assessment] done when he is 5 or 6 years.  

The father of the child adds:  

Yes, I first thought so too ... not too quickly because maybe they would not be able to see things 

accurately enough, because he cannot say a lot himself etcetera, but yes, apparently it is possible 

nevertheless.  

So, experts tell people it is important to start testing and therapy early, while both parents and other 

lay people may initially have doubts and need to be persuaded by the experts. In this respect, 

Nikolas Rose says about the current neurological understanding of the human being: “This is not 

a biology of fate or destiny, but a biology that is open for intervention and improvement, malleable 

and plastic, and for which we have responsibility to nurture and optimize.” There is an obligation 

to take care of our brain. He links this emphasis on plastic, flexible brains, to socio-political 

demands for individual flexibility across the life span and for a constant effort of self-improvement 

by citizens (Rose and Abi-Rached 2013). In this respect, it has already been shown that parents 

may experience a sense of responsibility towards their child’s development (Singh 2016). It is 

                                                 
7 In the current brain-based understanding of human beings, the enhancement of the brain is preferably biological, 

genetic and neurological - for example, with drugs or genetic manipulation. Behavioral modification is considered a 

second best, since studies consistently suggest that behavioral change is linked to changes in the brain (Kobayashi et 

al. 2005; Straube et al. 2006).  
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interesting that both in the neuro-parenting discourse and in the discourse on autism, this plasticity 

is conceived as only occurring in the first few years of development. Accordingly, it has been 

found that parents’ sense of responsibility can be paired with a frightening “sense of urgency” 

(Hodge 2006). Hence, although we have argued that the diagnosis of autism, through its biological 

interpretation of the child’s behavior, helps to exculpate parents and children by suggesting that 

they cannot help it, it is “in the child’s brain”, such a diagnosis also engenders a duty to act upon 

this knowledge, by acknowledging the diagnosis as early as possible, in order to intervene while 

it is still possible.  

 

Autism and gender 

Neuro-parenting discourse forces us to assess the attributions of responsibilities on different 

levels. We have shown that mothers are predominantly targeted in parenting discourses in general. 

Also with respect to the research on autism, the experiences of mothers caring for a child with an 

autism diagnosis have been investigated much more than those of fathers (DePape and Lindsay 

2015). Researchers have rarely empirically investigated the experiences of fathers (Timimi, 

Gardner, and McCabe 2011) with regard to caring for a child with an autism diagnosis, or fathers’ 

views on autism and an autism diagnosis (Jacobs et al. under review). Such studies are necessary 

for at least two reasons (in addition to the obvious reason that fathers are children’s parents too). 

The first reason is that ASD is diagnosed four times more often in boys than in girls (CDC 2018). 

So men may feel more implicated whenever it concerns autism. The second reason for 

investigating fathers’ experiences is that, according to one well-known theory, the “extreme male 

brain theory”  (Baron-Cohen 2002), autism is considered an extreme of the normal male profile8. 

Thus, it is useful to get a grasp of what it means to be the father of a child with an autism diagnosis 

when autism is not only linked to your particular sex but also to a rather deterministic view on 

your sex’s brain. In particular, research is also needed to establish how the duty to know a child’s 

neurological status might influence fathers. Indeed, hearing the current findings on the relationship 

between autism and a person’s sex, fathers might in some way feel more personally involved than 

their child’s mother when it comes to the child’s neurological make-up. Hence, research on the 

                                                 
8 The proponents of this theory claim that a male brain is significantly better in systemising than empathising. At the 

same time, they define the female brain as showing the opposite cognitive profile. 
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implication of concepts of (gendered) neurology on paternal love and responsibility is urgently 

needed.  

With respect to the exculpatory function of an autism diagnosis, the focus on mothers is 

twofold. Previously, mothers have been found on the one hand to be targeted more often in the 

comments of people in their environment – i.e. enacted stigma – and on the other hand, to feel 

affected more often by what other people might think of them – i.e. felt stigma (Gray 2002), in this 

case comments (spoken out loud or suspected by mothers) on their responsibility and their child-

rearing methods. For example, in our interview study with parents of recently diagnosed children, 

this mother of a 1-year-old child states that:  

I get a lot of contradictory messages from the people around me, these messages touch me more 

than they affect him [points to the father].  

According to the mother of a 4-year-old child: 

It is often in the street like that, if a child starts screaming or is lying on the ground… I have 

children, I know how this goes, I am not going to judge that mother, and also other mothers they 

understand this. But yes, people sometimes really give such a particular glance or remark, yes.  

Moreover, a biological explanation of a child’s autism seems to be especially relevant for 

mothers. Indeed, the relationship between a mother’s parenting behavior and a child’s autistic 

behavior has a long and problematic history. Some decades ago, the prevailing theory on autism 

attributed it to the detached and cold parenting by so-called “refrigerator mothers” (Verhoeff 

2013). The search for genes and biological causes of autism can partly be explained by the need 

to remove the blame from mothers (Hens and Van Goidsenhoven 2017; Nadesan 2005). As is 

apparent from qualitative research, these mechanisms are still at work on a micro level (Avdi, 

Griffin, and Brough 2000; Jacobs et al. 2018). Also, when it comes to the discourses both on the 

need to involve experts and on the duty to know your child’s neurological status and to act upon it 

accordingly, we can expect that mothers are more receptive. Indeed, we have shown that parenting 

discourses are predominantly directed at mothers, and mothers have been found to be more 

affected by what other people might think of them. If a neurological problem is suspected, the 

mothers may be the first ones to be held responsible to act on this information.  
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The complex relationship between neurology and responsibility 

In this paper, we have sketched some of the implications that findings from neuroscience 

can have for responsibility. Although we acknowledge the importance of acquiring biological 

knowledge on issues related to parental love and the parent-child relationship, we have pointed out 

that neurologizing parenthood is not without its challenges. Moreover, we have shown that a 

neurological explanation of behavioral challenges can exculpate parents (“refrigerator mothers”) 

and children and thus ameliorate familial relationships. Nevertheless, we raise some concerns 

regarding the neurologization of parental love, and we call for a more nuanced way of thinking 

about parental responsibility, based on the work of Joan Tronto.  

We have argued that in the current dominant Western discourse on parenting in general and 

in the understanding of a child’s ASD diagnosis in particular, biologization and neurologization 

are prominent. We have demonstrated that biologizing parental love, with its emphasis on motherly 

duties, risks biologizing and ‘naturalizing’ the still prevalent gendered positions in parental love. 

Both fathers and mothers can feel pressed to adhere to fixed parental roles that are - once again - 

being attributed to them, this time with the (neuro)scientifically sustained argument of being 

‘natural’. 

Also, such biologization often seems to be closely linked to medicalization and the location 

of challenges solely in an individual’s neurological (or genetic) makeup, as distinct from the 

psychosocial context. Related to disabilities such as autism, this is often described as the medical 

model of disability: a person’s disability is exclusively attributed to her impaired body or mind. 

Alternatives are possible: in the social model of disability, the environment is viewed as 

responsible for disabling or enabling the individual (Kafer 2013). But one need not give up 

biological interpretations of challenges in favor of psychological interpretations. In fact, the 

challenges we have described above seem to be linked to a deterministic and atomistic 

interpretation of brains and biology. Both in the neuro-parenting discourse on attachment and early 

development of the brain as well as in the call for early detection of autism, the possibility is 

sketched that brains are flexible and can be improved. However, this discourse reflects a very 

limited view on plasticity. The brain is only plastic for a limited period in a person’s life (in utero, 

and in the first 3 years). But recent theories, such as epigenetics and enactivism, suggest a more 

dynamic view on genes and brains respectively: both genes and brains are strongly influenced in 
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their activity by the environment, and these influences extend over a lifetime (Dupras, Ravitsky, 

and Williams-Jones 2014; Fuchs and Jaegher 2009; Hens and Van Goidsenhoven 2017). Hence, 

the continuous interaction of biology (epigenetics) and brain (enactivism) with the environment 

challenges a simplistic, individualized view on biology. So even in a biologized understanding of 

parental love and of behavioral difficulties, a purely biological discourse does not justify 

individualizing these difficulties. Indeed, viewing both the love for a child and the child’s 

difficulties mostly or only as the circumscribed responsibility of parents is not supported by recent 

scientific research - since this research points to the importance of more dynamic views on biology. 

Not only are many of the interpretations of the implications of neuroscience for parenting 

unscientific, they also have problematic ethical implications. For example, the stress on individual 

and parental responsibility also paints a dire picture of what happens if a parent is not able to fulfil 

the individual duty to care for her child during the presumed “window of opportunity”. Imagine a 

mother suffering from postnatal depression who is too tired to provide the prescribed stimulating 

environment. Surely we can do better than attribute the responsibility solely to her.  

In her work on care ethics Joan Tronto reports that the societal view on caring in general is 

both deeply gendered and individualized. She shows how in a neoliberal society the “work ethic” 

model suggests that “what people deserve is what they have worked to obtain”. She argues that 

this model is widely endorsed and taken for granted (Tronto 2013). We contend that the Western 

dominant discourse on parenting is in line with Tronto’s “work ethic” model. In this discourse, the 

child-rearing efforts made by the individual parent (especially the mother) are viewed as 

responsible for the (brain) development of the child. Tronto instead argues that care in a “caring 

democracy” should be a collectively shared responsibility and the highest value that shapes the 

economy, politics and institutions such as schools and families (Tronto 2013).  

In this paper, we have only sketched the ramifications of simplistic interpretations of neuro-

discourse for how parental responsibility is perceived. We have shown that these ramifications are 

both complex, because they can take away old and impose new responsibilities, and too simplistic, 

as they situate responsibility on a gendered and individual level. We suggest that, taking all the 

promises and challenges of neuro-discourse into account, more work is needed on how as a society 

we can non-judgmentally help parents, both mothers and fathers, to lovingly bring up their 

children.  
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